Abstract. We study the set of pointwise multipliers in the Lizorkin-Triebel space F 
Introduction
We propose a study of set M (F (Peetre [6] ).
-M (B s,p p ) (1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, s > 0) has been characterized in terms of capacities by Maz'ya and Shaposnikova [5] .
has been characterized in Fourier analytic terms by Netrusov (see, for example, [7] ). (Sickel and Smirnov [9] ). In this paper we consider essentially the case s = n p and this contribution is the continuation of Runst and Sickel's work [7] . 
Preliminaries
All functions, spaces etc. are defined on the Euclidean space R n . We set
denotes the Fourier transform of f and
with support in the ball |ξ| ≤ 3 and one has ϕ(ξ)
To this partition of unity we associate the convolution operators
and
We set ∆ 0 = Q 0 . The Littlewood-Paley decomposition is the identity
is not empty in one of the following cases:
and |l − 1| ≤ 1.
Then we can write the product
where
j=k−1 ∆ j . Now, we recall the definition of Besov and Lizorkin-Triebel spaces. For more details about equivalent norms, embeddings etc. see [6, 7, 10] .
We will use the following assertions throughout the paper. 
Inequality (2) follows by using Young's inequality in q . Similarly, for (3) we apply Young's inequality to f
We finish now this section by recalling the definition of the pointwise multipliers space of a Banach space E (in our work E = F 
Embedding into M (F s,q p )
In this section we shall formulate the result for Lizorkin-Triebel space.
we need decomposition (1) and the maximal inequality
(see [10: Theorem 2.3.6] or [7] ).
By Lemma 2.1 we have 
